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Editor’s Letter

Federal Reserve Chairman Jerome Powell played down Bitcoin during a virtual panel discussion on digital banking hosted by the Bank for
International Settlements. Powell said the cryptocurrencies are “highly volatile and therefore not really useful stores of value and they’re not
backed by anything.” But Powell did add that cryptocurrencies could be a “substitute for gold.”
SkyBridge Capital founder Anthony Scaramucci recently said in an interview with CNBC that Bitcoin will continue to move up and become less
volatile as its adoption increases. Scaramucci said that even after Bitcoin’s massive returns in the past decade, it still could reward investors
in the coming years. He gave the example of Amazon, which had rallied 3,600% from its IPO in May 1997 to May 2009. But the investor who
purchased the stock in 2009 also ended up with 64x returns from 2009 to 2021.

OUR BLOG ARTICLES FOR THIS SPECIAL ISSUE ARE
HOW TO TRADE CRYPTOCURRENCY USING THE QOINIQ PLATFORM?,
AUBIT FREEWAY PLATFORM – THE WORLD’S NEXT MAJOR INVESTING &
TRADING PLATFORM,
DAY TRADING CRYPTO MADE SIMPLE – ATANI CRYPTO PLATFORM REVIEW,
CONTENT CREATOR REWARDS EARN MORE FOR CONTENT – CBERRY DEFI
ECOSYSTEM
& ZETA HEDGED COIN (ZHC) – A HYBRID CRYPTOCURRENCY STRUCTURE
Bitcoin’s bounce off the 20-day EMA on March 17 fizzled out at £43,125.98 on March 18. This suggests that bears are aggressively defending
the all-time high at £44,238.
The failure to make a new all-time high could have attracted profit-booking from short-term traders, which has pulled the price below the
20-day EMA. In an uptrend, when the price breaks below the 20-day EMA, it is a sign that the bullish momentum may be waning.
If the selling continues and the bears sink the price below £38,355, it will complete a bearish descending triangle pattern. This setup has a
pattern target at £34,472. If the BTC/GBP pair breaks the 50-day SMA, it will signal a possible trend reversal.
The flat 20-day EMA and the RSI just above the midpoint also suggest the bulls are losing their grip.
This negative view will invalidate if the price rebounds off £38,355 and the bulls push the pair above the downtrend line of the triangle. Such
a move will invalidate the bearish pattern and could result in a retest of the all-time high.
As the bearish divergence on the RSI warrants caution, we suggest traders remain on the sidelines
until a new bullish setup forms.

Lastly please check out the advancement’s happening in the cryptocurrency world.

Chief Editor

Enjoy the issue!
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CRYPTONAIRE WEEKLY
After mentoring thousands of crypto traders around the
globe, we have culminated all of the consistent and ongoing requirements of crypto-traders into one place.
Our Cryptonaire Weekly magazine includes expert technical analysis, providing trading opportunities to our subscribers as well as fundamental analysis so our readers
can keep up to speed with the current developments in
the crypto markets.
Not only do we provide the information necessary to trade
active cryptocurrencies on the exchanges, but we also
take a look at ICOs to help you find those golden projects
with real value!
No longer will you have to rely on multiple sources to keep
on top of the markets, we deliver everything directly to
your inbox each and every week.

Featuring in this weeks Edition:
- Cberry
- QoinIQ

What are you waiting for?

- Atani

Subscribe now!

- Aubit
- Zeta Hedged Coin
- Atrom
Also Get,
- Markets Analysis
- Market News Update
- Read Our Latest Blog:
HOW TO TRADE CRYPTOCURRENCY USING THE QOINIQ
PLATFORM?
AUBIT FREEWAY PLATFORM – THE WORLD’S NEXT MAJOR
INVESTING & TRADING PLATFORM
DAY TRADING CRYPTO MADE SIMPLE – ATANI CRYPTO PLATFORM REVIEW
CONTENT CREATOR REWARDS EARN MORE FOR CONTENT –
CBERRY DEFI ECOSYSTEM
ZETA HEDGED COIN (ZHC) – A HYBRID CRYPTOCURRENCY
STRUCTURE

For Latest update

SUBSCRIBE NOW
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WEEKLY CRYPTOCURRENCY
MARKET ANALYSIS
Hello, Crypto Traders welcome to this week’s 174th edition of Cryptonaire Weekly. The overall
Cryptocurrency Market Cap stands at $1.69 Trillion. We have seen a $10 Billion increase in the
Market Cap since the last week. Bitcoin price is currently around $53,950 from $54,050 since last
week and has decreased by 0.19% and Ether price is now at $1,677 from $1,755 since last week
and has decreased by 4.44%. The current market cap for bitcoin is $1 Trillion, and for Altcoins, the
current market cap is $69 Billion.
Federal Reserve Chairman Jerome Powell played down
Bitcoin during a virtual panel discussion on digital banking hosted by the Bank for International Settlements.
Powell said the cryptocurrencies are “highly volatile and
therefore not really useful stores of value and they’re not
backed by anything.” But Powell did add that cryptocurrencies could be a “substitute for gold.”

Percentage of
Total Market Capitalization (Dominance)

Bitcoin

59.65%

Ethereum

11.44%

SkyBridge Capital founder Anthony Scaramucci recently
said in an interview with CNBC that Bitcoin will continue
to move up and become less volatile as its adoption
increases. Scaramucci said that even after Bitcoin’s
massive returns in the past decade, it still could reward
investors in the coming years. He gave the example of
Amazon, which had rallied 3,600% from its IPO in May
1997 to May 2009. But the investor who purchased the
stock in 2009 also ended up with 64x returns from 2009
to 2021.

Tether

2.35%

Binance Coin

2.35%

Cardano

2.11%

Polkadot

1.92%

XRP

1.53%

While Bitcoin garners most of the attention, cryptocurrency research firm Messari analyst Ryan Watkins said in
a recent interview with Fintech Today that the Ethereum
2.0 upgrade could result in a massive surge in Ether
overtaking Bitcoin as the largest cryptocurrency.

Uniswap

1.03%

Litecoin

0.73%

THETA

0.68%

Others

16.20%

While most crypto analysts are bullish, a steady inflow
of fresh funds is needed to sustain the current bull run.

However, according to a report by CoinShares, cryptocurrency fund inflows declined 58% last week
and the volumes on the Bitcoin investment trading products dipped to “$713 million per day last
week, versus $1.1 billion per day for 2021.”
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TOP 10 COINS
Top 10 Coins by Total Market Capitalisation
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Top 10 Coins by Percentage Gain (Past 7 Days)

Top 10 Coins added to Exchanges with the Highest Market Capitalisation (Past 30 Days)
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CRYPTO
TRADE OPPORTUNITIES
BITCOIN - BTC/GBP

Bitcoin’s bounce off the 20-day EMA on March 17 fizzled out at £43,125.98 on March 18. This suggests that bears are aggressively defending the all-time high at £44,238.
The failure to make a new all-time high could have attracted profit-booking from short-term traders,
which has pulled the price below the 20-day EMA. In an uptrend, when the price breaks below the
20-day EMA, it is a sign that the bullish momentum may be waning.
If the selling continues and the bears sink the price below £38,355, it will complete a bearish
descending triangle pattern. This setup has a pattern target at £34,472. If the BTC/GBP pair breaks
the 50-day SMA, it will signal a possible trend reversal.
The flat 20-day EMA and the RSI just above the midpoint also suggest the bulls are losing their grip.
This negative view will invalidate if the price rebounds off £38,355 and the bulls push the pair above
the downtrend line of the triangle. Such a move will invalidate the bearish pattern and could result
in a retest of the all-time high.
As the bearish divergence on the RSI warrants caution, we suggest traders remain on the sidelines
until a new bullish setup forms.
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ETHEREUM - ETH/GBP

The bulls held on to the 20-day EMA for the most part of last week, but Ether failed to rebound with
strength, indicating a lack of follow-up buying at higher levels. The failure to move up could have
attracted profit-booking from short-term traders.
That dragged the price below the 50-day SMA on March 22. If the bulls do not push the price back
above the moving averages quickly, the slide may continue and the ETH/GBP pair could drop to
£1,100 and then £932.54.
The 20-day EMA has started to turn down and the RSI has dipped into the negative territory, suggesting that the bears are attempting to gain the upper hand. This bearish view will invalidate if the
pair turns up and breaks out of the all-time high.
As the trend is turning in favour of the bears, we suggest traders wait for the decline to end and the
pair to signal a bottom before jumping in to buy.
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RIPPLE - XRP/GBP

XRP broke above the £0.355 overhead resistance on March 20, triggering the buy recommendation
given in an earlier analysis. Both moving averages are sloping up and the RSI has risen close to the
overbought territory, suggesting that the bears are attempting to make a comeback.
However, the long wick on March 22 and today’s candlestick suggests bears are selling on rallies.
This could pull the price down to the breakout level at £0.355. If the price rebounds off this support,
the bulls will again try to resume the up-move.
The first target objective on the upside is £0.48718 and then £0.58847. Traders may trail their stoploss to £0.30 and raise the stops further after a successful retest of £0.355. Partial profits could be
booked at £0.48718 and the rest of the positions can be trailed with a suitable stop-loss.
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CARDANO - ADA/GBP

Cardano found support at £0.71001 and the bulls started a strong rally on March 16, which pushed
the price to £1.06 on March 18, but the bulls could not conquer the all-time high. This resulted in
profit-booking, pulling the price below the 20-day EMA.
The ADA/GBP pair could now drop to the critical support at £0.71001. If the price rebounds off this
level, it will suggest that the bulls are buying on dips. That could keep the pair range-bound between
£0.71001 and £1.07197 for a few more days.
The flat 20-day EMA and the RSI near the midpoint also suggest a range-bound action for the next
few days.
This view will be negated if the bears sink the price below £0.71001. If that happens, the selling could
intensify and the pair may drop to £0.58 and then £0.50.
A trading opportunity could arise if the price rebounds off £0.71001. Traders may buy this bounce
and keep the stop-loss below £0.70. Conversely, traders may remain on the sidelines if the £0.71001
support cracks.
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BINANCE - BNB/GBP

The bulls are defending the 20-day EMA while the bears are mounting a stiff resistance at £200.
This has resulted in a tight range trading in Binance Coin.
The flat 20-day EMA and the RSI just above the midpoint suggest a balance between supply and
demand. Generally, such tight ranges lead to a trending move.
In this case, if the bears sink the price below the 20-day EMA, the BNB/GBP pair could start its
decline to £156 and if that level also cracks, the next critical support is £130.
Contrary to this assumption, if the price turns up from the current levels and rises above £200, the
bulls will try to push the price to £226.44 and then challenge the all-time high at £249.
Short-term traders may attempt a trade if the price breaks and closes above £200. The stop-loss for
the trade can be kept just below the 20-day EMA.
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ADVANCEMENTS IN THE
CRYPTOCURRENCY WORLD
Coinbase Exploring Support for 43 Altcoins After Addition of Crypto Asset
Cardano

Crypto exchange Coinbase could be extending support for more digital assets following the addition of Cardano (ADA) on its platform.
The San Francisco-based firm added ADA to its coin roster last week.
The fourth-largest cryptocurrency by market cap started trading on Coinbase Pro on March 18th, a
week after Polygon (MATIC), Skale Network (SKL), and SushiSwap (SUSHI) debuted on the platform.
Prior to this month’s listings, Coinbase rolled out support for the altcoins Bancor (BNT), Synthetix
(SNX) and Aave in December.
Coinbase announced last year that it was exploring support for more crypto assets in its trading
platform. With SKL now listed on Coinbase Pro, ten coins are still awaiting review.
Read more...
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Bitcoin Steadies Near $54K After Biggest Drop in a Month

The drop below $55,000 comes at a time when cryptocurrency fund inflows have been
on the decline.
Bitcoin (BTC) retail investors have picked up the slack amid an apparent decline in institutional
inflows so far this quarter, according to a report by JPMorgan strategist Nikolaos Panigirtzoglou.
Bitcoin stabilized near $54,000 early Tuesday after posting its worst daily loss in almost a month.
Bitcoin (BTC) was trading around $54,680 as of 12:50 UTC (8:50 p.m. ET), after falling late Monday
to around $53,715, the lowest since March 16.
The largest cryptocurrency fell 5.8% over the previous 24 hours, for its largest daily decline since
Feb. 23, according to Bitstamp exchange data. Bitcoin’s 24-hour range: $53,795.15-$58,407.62
(CoinDesk 20).
BTC’s 4-hour chart shows seller volume has been building alongside a falling price, a bearish signal
for market technicians.
Read more...
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Judge’s Comments During SEC Hearing Could Be Favorable for Ripple:
Unaffiliated Attorney

ttorney Jeremy Hogan, a partner at Hogan & Hogan legal firm, has pointed out some comments
made by the magistrate Judge that may favor Ripple against the U.S. Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC).
Hogan observed the judge commenting in a virtual hearing over the SEC’s attempt to obtain personal financial information of Ripple CEO Brad Garlinghouse and Executive Chairman Chris Larsen.

Judge’s Comments May See Ripple Come Out Triumphant
In a YouTube video, Hogan said Judge Sarah Netburn had interrupted the discussion to clarify a
statement she felt was untrue.
Netburn is not the primary judge in the case; she is assisting District Judge Analisa Torres with discovery and mediation.
According to Hogan, Netburn gave the impression that Ripple’s XRP cryptocurrency may not be a
security as the SEC claims. According to Hogan, the judge said,

“My understanding about XRP is that not only does it have a currency value, but it has a utility, and
that utility distinguishes it from Bitcoin and Ether,”
Read more...
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Cardano’s $1B futures open interest shows ADA is a serious contender

Cardano’s Coinbase listing helped push the open interest on its futures contracts above $1 billion,
a signal that investors are seriously interested in ADA.
Cardano (ADA) has had an impressive start to the year as it broke through the psychological $1 barrier and made an all-time high at $1.50. The impressive 590% year-to-date gain took place as the
network transformed into a multi-asset network, similar to Ethereum, and this could bode well for
Cardano’s future.
The rally’s final leg seems to be related to the Coinbase Pro listing, announced on March 16, and
this resulted in a renewed push to $1.47 on March 18.
As Cardano’s price increased, so did its spot trading volume and on-chain transfers, which surpassed
Litecoin (LTC). The increased interest from investors also caused Cardano’s futures contracts open
interest to increase by five-fold in 2021.
Make no mistake, breaking the $1 billion open interest barrier is a feat that only (BTC) and Ether
(ETH) have achieved. Moreover, Ether held a $2 billion open interest just three months ago.
Therefore, to truly understand if Cardano really deserves the third position in the market capitalization ranking, one should compare its spot volume and on-chain metrics against other altcoins.
Read more...
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Greyscale Bitcoin Trust: Buying Bitcoin At A Discount

The lack of a US-traded Bitcoin ETF continues to elude investors.
Many remain uncomfortable holding Bitcoin themselves and prefer a reputable custodian for security reasons.
The most elegant solution is the Greyscale product of which I am a big fan.
An interesting anomaly has occurred where investors can buy Bitcoin at a discount which will be
explained below.

Bitcoin Market Cap over $1 Trillion
The article below is my current thoughts on the Greyscale Bitcoin Trust (GBTC) now that Bitcoin has
surpassed $1 trillion in market cap (original article here). The eclipsing of the $1 trillion levels is a
significant event as it allows additional large-scale institutions to gather assets in the sector. I know
it sounds mind-boggling, but at a market cap of $200 million (less than $20k per coin), the market
is considered too small and immature for the more prominent players to play in. We have witnessed
the initial foray of what I term the “pioneers,” namely Square (SQ), Tesla (TSLA), and the King of
Bitcoin himself, Michael Saylor’s MicroStrategy (MSTR), dive into the deep end of the pool and add
Bitcoin directly onto the corporate balance sheet.
Read more...
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U.S. miner Blockcap plans to have 40,000 ASICs operational by Q4

Despite launching in December, Blockcap plans to possess an operational hashrate of 3.5 EH/s by
2022.
Blockcap, one of the largest Bitcoin mining firms in North America, has added more than 12,000
additional Bitmain Antminer S19s to its inventory.
The firm is now expecting to have deployed more than 40,000 Bitcoin miners by the fourth quarter, and projects an operational hashrate of roughly 3.5 exahashes per second, or EH/s — equal to
roughly 2% of BTC’s currently combined hashrate of 171.3 EH/s.
Blockcap currently mines approximately six BTC each day.
The firm was founded in December 2020 by veterans of major blockchain hosting company, Core
Scientific, with Blockcap claiming to have combined the assets of five existing mining companies.
After launching with roughly 13,000 Antminer S19s, and 500 upgraded S17s , Blockcap added
another 10,000 S19s to its inventory in mid-February, before acquiring 8,400 new-generation miners
from Canaan earlier this month. Blockcap estimates its mining hardware is valued at $270 million n
the secondary markets.
Read more...
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Brazil Approves First Bitcoin ETF in Latin America

Digital asset manager QR Capital reveals that it received the green light to launch the first-ever Latin
American Bitcoin exchange-traded fund (ETF).
In a series of tweets, QR Capital says the Comissão de Valores Mobiliários (CVM), Brazil’s Securities
Exchange, approved the Bitcoin ETF which will be listed on the Brazilian Stock Exchange (B3) under
the ticker QBTC11.
According to QR Capital, the goal of the ETF is to give investors a secure and easy way to gain
exposure to the number one cryptocurrency without the need for self-custody.

“Easy because you will soon no longer have to worry about wallets or private keys to gain exposure
to Bitcoin. Just type ‘QBTC11’ in the terminal of your favorite broker to invest in the asset with the
highest appreciation of the decade. Safe because the ETF is authorized by CVM and traded on B3.”
QR Capital says the approval of QBTC11, the fourth Bitcoin ETF in the world, could speed up the
approval for a similar product in the US. It notes that the CVM and the U.S. Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC) are both affiliated members of the International Organization of Securities
Commissions (IOSCO).

“IOSCO coordinates the most diverse financial market regulatory agencies around the world… This
is important because the enabling of QBTC11, like the first three Canadian Bitcoin ETFs, can and
should serve as a substance for ETF orders in the United States. This common movement among
regulatory authorities is called Benchmark Regulation.”
Read more...
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Total Value Locked in Binance Smart Chain (BSC) Surpasses $15 Billion;
Brave Joins in with Wrapped BAT

Basic Attention Token (BAT), the native token to the privacy-focused browser Brave, has joined
Binance Smart Chain and will be available on BSC as wrapped 34BAT, announced the team on
Monday.

“Our hope is that BAT and Brave will take crypto mainstream and to make DeFi user-friendly for the
mass market,” said Brendan Eich, CEO, and co-founder of Brave.
Brave browser has more than 25 million monthly active users (MAU) and over 9 million daily active
users (DAU).
With this integration, BAT holders can now participate in BSC-based projects like DEX PancakeSwap
and lending project Venus among many others. Xiaoguang Zhang, Binance Smart Chain Ecosystem
Coordinator said,

“With this strategic integration … we will introduce seamless UX together for crypto users to access
DeFi and Dapps in BSC and other blockchains, which will dramatically inspire mass adoption and
inclusive finance.“
Currently, the browser supports both Ethereum and BSC through a configuration change in the wallet, but Brave is planning to preconfigure support for BSC later this year, allowing users to access
the blockchain without the hassle of creating new wallets or downloading additional apps.
Read more...
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Bitcoin Google searches spike 5x in Turkey, while the Lira falls 15%

The currency tumbled this morning, following a backlash from investors after President Erdogan
fired the central bank governor.
oogle searches for Bitcoin soared today in Turkey, surging 566% in Google Trends after the Turkish
Lira plunged 15%.

A strong reaction from investors
Over the weekend, Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan fired Naci Agbal, the Central Bank
Governor, and replaced him with Sahap Kavcioglu —a former banker and avid critic of Agbal’s monetary policies.
Local and foreign investors reacted negatively — trading sessions were suspended in the morning
after the Lira plummeted below 15%. Timothy Ash, market strategist at Bluebay said the approach
was “idiotic” in a client letter:

“This is a truly idiotic decision by Erdogan and markets will express their opinions on Monday and it
is likely to be an ugly reaction.”
The general assumption is that Erdogan fired Agbal after he decided to keep interest rates high,
attempting to stabilize inflation. The president has his economic brand, called “Erdonomics” in which
he believes high rates eventually lead to inflation.
Read more...
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Winklevoss’ Gemini Exchange Goes Big on Gaming, DeFi Tokens

The New York-based Gemini cryptocurrency exchange has added seven new tokens to its platform.
And there’s a clear focus on the DeFi and NFT booms.
Gemini has added seven new tokens for trading on its cryptocurrency exchange.
Enjin Coin and The Sandbox’s SAND are among the new gaming-centric tokens available.
Cryptocurrency exchange Gemini has expanded its roster of supported tokens for trading today,
adding seven new tokens including those with use cases in the decentralized finance (DeFi), Web3
infrastructure, and gaming and non-fungible token (NFT) worlds.
Today’s new additions include DeFi-related tokens for 1inch Exchange (1INCH) and Bancor (BNT),
blockchain infrastructure tokens for SKALE (SKALE), The Graph (GRT), and Loopring (LRC), and
gaming-centric tokens Enjin Coin (ENJ) and The Sandbox’s in-game SAND currency. Gemini previously supported custody on ENJ and has now added trading, as well, while the other six tokens are
entirely new to the exchange.
Read more...
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HOW TO TRADE CRYPTOCURRENCY
USING THE QOINIQ PLATFORM?

How to trade cryptocurrency is a question many people are asking today with the global digital
currency market stood at 754.0 million USD in 2019 and is likely to surpass 1,758.0 million USD by
2027, growing at a CAGR of 11.2 percent. The increased popularity of crypto assets, such as Bitcoin
and Ethereum, among other cryptocurrencies, are the primary reasons behind the growth of the
crypto market.
Also, digital currencies are used in integration with blockchain technology for attaining decentralization, as well as efficient transactions. It is because Blockchain, as a technology, offers fast, decentralized, secure, reliable, and transparent transactions. These benefits of blockchain technology
and cryptocurrencies have encouraged organizations like QoinIQ to deliver quality, innovative, and
feature-rich cryptocurrency trading platforms. Thus, if you are new to the world of cryptocurrency
investing, and would want to find out how to trade cryptocurrency, then read on to discover more
about the QoinIQ platform.
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HOW TO TRADE CRYPTOCURRENCY
If you have just entered the crypto market and would want to maximize your gains through crypto
trading, then one of the first things you need to do is search for a reputed cryptocurrency exchange.
Although there are plenty of crypto exchanges out there in the marketplace, you should pick one
that is available in the area or country where you reside. Next, and one of the most important steps
is to choose a reputed crypto exchange, which is both secure and easy to access. Next, look for an
exchange that offers reasonable exchange rates and spreads.
Once you’ve found a cryptocurrency exchange that meets the above requirements, you need to set
up your account by signing up with the exchange. Start by creating your account i.e. an individual
account and agree with their terms of service to confirm your account. It is equally important to opt
for phone verification and add a method of payment as it helps to ensure the safety of your account.
Once your identity has been verified, you can embark on your trading journey to earn profits.
However, don’t forget to safeguard your cryptocurrencies, or else you will soon find your account
being emptied by hackers. The ideal way to ensure the safety of your account is to set up a digital
wallet. This wallet maintains your public address and a private key that further helps you to store,
send, as well as receive digital currencies. Depending upon your requirement, you can either opt
for a hot or cold storage wallet. Almost every exchange today provides its users with an easy and
simple to use trading interface. However, they charge you with trading commissions and withdrawal
fee, based on your transaction.

TRADING CRYPTOCURRENCIES USING THE QOINSUIT PLATFORM?
In case you are new to QoinIQ and don’t know how to use their multi-exchange, decentralized, and
highly sophisticated crypto investing and trading platform QoinSuit, then continue reading further.
If you are wondering how to trade cryptocurrency on the QoinSuit platform, then one of the first
things you should know is that at the core of QoinSuit are several features that make it unique and
powerful.

HOW TO TRADE CRYPTOCURRENCY ON THE QOINSUIT PLATFORM.
Decentralized order management
Unlike the traditional asset management platforms, QoinSuit allows traders to operate autonomously by simply managing all the orders that differ from those being provided by any crypto exchange,
thereby setting the highest standards of IT and security excellence. As far as QoinSuit is concerned,
order management resides within its secure servers, and hence traders can trade both safely and
freely.
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Multi-book Trading
With the Multi-book trading feature, traders get to pick the data they want to display and the vehicles
they would like to negotiate. As a result, traders can benefit from the mispricing within the same
cryptocurrency on different exchanges. Traders can also control and manage their orders concerning spot cryptocurrency, options, and futures simultaneously.
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High-frequency Trading
Traders often search for high-frequency cryptocurrency investing and trading opportunities. With
QoinSuits’ scalper book, a tool that would be introduced for traders and investors that offers high
operational capacities, QoinIQ makes high-frequency crypto trading smooth and quick. The company
plans to design APIs that will support simplified interfacing with 3rd party programs, which, in turn,
will facilitate high-frequency trading.

Margin Trading
Today, only a few of the exchanges available on the market provide traders with short selling opportunities. However, with QoinSuit, traders can try margin trading to manage their short-selling activities
if their preferred exchange supports it.

Simultaneous Market Overview
Still not sure how to trade cryptocurrency on the QoinSuit platform? Well, with QoinSuit’s simultaneous market overview feature, traders can trade their preferred cryptos with minimal effort. This
feature lets you switch from a screen to another or open multiple windows as and when required, all
within one display. Thus, traders can operate in different crypto exchanges simultaneously, using the
latest and innovative horizontal book. Additionally, they also get completely personalized overviews
of the cryptos available in all the crypto exchanges

Extended conditional orders
With this feature, QoinSuit helps to resolve your queries regarding how to trade cryptocurrency on
the QoinSuit platform to a large extent. Traders can use this highly innovative feature to manage
their orders by introducing distinctive conditions, either for the complete trade, or for partial trade
orders. It helps even the novice crypto enthusiasts trade like professionals and works as an instrument capable of protecting their positions. In other words, you can also use the extended conditional
orders feature to design, as well as implement different trading strategies for maximizing your profit
potential.

Price comparison in Real-Time
Whether you are new to cryptocurrency investing or even if you are a professional, the one thing
that is true for every trader is the timing of their orders. Yes, choosing the ideal moment for placing
an order makes a huge difference. Using QoinSuit’s market scan tool, traders can analyze, as well
as monitor trends and compare prices for their preferred cryptocurrencies in real-time. It implies
that traders can trade where the prices are more attractive and exploit opportunities for arbitrage
between different exchanges.
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Multi-Exchange
One of the best aspects of the QoinSuit platform is its multi-exchange feature. Other multi-exchanges
fail to offer short sale opportunities, even when a trader’s preferred crypto exchange provides it.
As a result, traders fail to take advantage of margin trading. However, that is not the case with the
QoinSuit platform. Using the QoinSuit system, traders can leverage margin trading on their chosen
crypto exchange.
In a nutshell, QoinSuit provides an unmatched suite of tools and features to all traders and investors
by bringing the best crypto exchanges on one platform and making them available in one global
trading ecosystem. With the QoinSuit platform, traders enjoy the highest execution efficiency and
decentralized order management. Thus, if you are still wondering how to trade cryptocurrency on
the QoinSuit platform, then you must know that the QoinSuit system facilitates crypto trading among
different market participants. But, it does not allow you to deposit or transfer cryptocurrencies, fiat
currency, or other types of financial assets through their own platform.

Tokenomics
The QoinSuit crypto trading platform targets financial actors who understand crypto trading and
are looking to broaden their offerings with digital currencies as the means for storing, negotiating,
and transferring value. Thus, the target customers for QoinIQ’s advanced QoinSuit trading platform
include private banks, cryptocurrency exchanges, brokerage firms, asset management firms, family offices, individuals, and companies that hold their own portfolio of cryptocurrencies. To facilitate these financial actors, QoinIQ offers its utility tokens, which further allows them to access the
QoinSuit platform & services by purchasing them via the TGE or the Token Generating Event. QoinIQ
will mint as many as 100 million tokens, 60% of which, with a value of CHF 15million, will be sold during the event.
Furthermore, traders and investors can use the QoinIQ token to access the QoinSuit platform & services. Thus, users will be able to use the tokens for accessing different levels of the platform, wherein
every level will provide access to chosen exchanges, varying in terms of the user membership level.
Additionally, QoinIQ tokens can also be used for accessing QoinSuit’s training version and participating in personalized training. Depending upon the subscription level, the requirements of different
users will be met with layered periods and services. Aside from this, a host of packages with different rebate levels will be offered to users on their chosen subscription level, as well as periods. Also,
those with long periods of subscription will enjoy high fee discounts.
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HOW TO TRADE CRYPTOCURRENCY – CONCLUSION
As already mentioned above, the cryptocurrency market is fast emerging and growing with every
passing year. In fact, the world is gradually embracing a unique ecosystem where high-end financial
services are being accessed by one and all. That triggered QoinIQ to launch the innovative and
advanced QoinSuit platform that facilitates cryptocurrency investing. The all-new-crypto management platform allows traders, investors, and other financial actors to benefit from the opportunities
being offering by the new crypto economy.
So, if you intend to take advantage of the QoinSuit platform and find out more about how to trade
cryptocurrency using QoinSuit then don’t look any further. QoinSuit will not only provide you with
multi-exchange and decentralized order management capabilities, but also give access to numerous tools, such as the horizontal book, portfolio window, orders window, and watchlist, and more
for profitable trading. Users can also access the platform and its unique functionalities to track the
trends of each and every currency, and quickly dispatch their market orders. Additionally, they can
continuously monitor their current order position size with the help of the portfolio window feature.
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AUBIT FREEWAY PLATFORM –
THE WORLD’S NEXT MAJOR INVESTING
& TRADING PLATFORM

According to some of the world’s prominent financial experts, AuBit Freeway could be the world’s
next big investing and trading platform. If you’re an investor, you’ll want to know how the AuBit
Freeway platform grows your assets on every trade thanks to their revenue redistribution model
called AuBitisation. In traditional finance, when you invest in stocks, bonds, gold, or crypto, you win
or lose based on the change in the value of the asset. The gold or Tesla stock you buy either goes
up or down in price. With AuBit, however, you earn more gold and more Tesla from ongoing revenue
redistributions paid to you in those assets.
In this article, you’ll discover how joining the AuBit Freeway platform to enjoy your share of revenue
redistribution in the form of your underlying assets is the key to better investment returns.

THE AUBIT DIGITAL ASSET MANAGEMENT PLATFORM
Blockchain for digital asset management has been touted as the future by every expert in the financial industry. Digital asset management, in essence, offers many advantages, such as the removal of
high-cost intermediaries and complex manual processes. This reduces business overheads, allowing digital asset management projects to deliver more value to investors. Nowhere is that value
greater than with the AuBit Freeway platform.
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HOW THE AUBIT FREEWAY PLATFORM DIFFERS FROM TRADITIONAL
ASSET MANAGEMENT PLATFORMS
In traditional asset management, only the value of your assets vary — the price of your crypto assets,
stocks, bonds, or gold may rise or fall. The volume of assets in your account, however, remains
unchanged.
With the Freeway platform, AuBit turns the traditional model on its head by giving you more of the
assets you own through ongoing trading revenue redistributions. Specifically, AuBit takes 80% of all
fees and product-related revenues and returns them to users in the form of the underlying assets in
which they’re invested.
For example, if you buy bitcoin on the Freeway platform, the bitcoin in your account grows every time
anyone, anywhere in the world buys bitcoin with Freeway. You can begin with 0.01% of a bitcoin and,
without ever adding a penny, hypothetically, earn 0.02, or 0.03 bitcoin over time.
So no matter what happens to the price of bitcoin, you minimise your risk and maximise your rewards
by holding more of it. Unlike any other investment platform in the world, with AuBit, you get both
value growth AND volume growth.

GREATER REWARD WITHOUT GREATER RISK
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AuBit has successfully managed to bridge the traditional financial world with Defi technologies and
digital finance. For many years now, investors were paying a huge amount of fees each year. For
example, after the payment of a 2% management fee for over forty years, investors ended up losing
52 percent of their returns over time (on an average).
Hence, they were bearing every risk of the fund managers and left with only half the reward amount in the
end. Also, this reward was achievable only if their fund manager was able to keep at par with the market.
While the traditional asset management model offered varied asset prices and the volume of assets
in a trader’s account remained the same, things were completely different in the case of AuBit. With
AuBit, the volume of assets grows on every trade independently of asset price performance.
Whether the price of bitcoin goes up or down, with AuBit, you’ll always own more bitcoin from revenue redistributions — increasing your upside potential with no increase to your downside risk.

HOW AUBIT MAKES REVENUE REDISTRIBUTION
POSSIBLE IN FINANCE FOR THE FIRST TIME
It is the combination of AuBit’s team and technology that makes their revolutionary new asset management model possible. With its world class execution team that includes executives that have worked
at some of the largest financial and technology companies in the world including Goldman Sachs,
Fidelity, HSBC, Credit Suisse, Morgan Stanley, IBM, Google and The Prudential, AuBit leverages the
awesome power of network effects in finance for the benefit of all investors for the first time in history.
According to NFX, network effects are responsible for 70% of the value of big tech firms like
Facebook, Apple, and Google. AuBit has combined the use of network effects with blockchain technology to simplify things for both investors and traders. As a result, when one opts for the AuBit digital asset management platform, their assets grow after every trade. When an investor chooses an
AuBit product, every time a person purchases or trades that product anywhere, their holdings grow.
Based on this idea and this team, within just weeks of public launch, as published in Bloomberg,
Nasdaq, and Yahoo Finance, Canadian merchant bank Greenabank purchased 400m of AuBit’s
Freeway Tokens — the native utility token designed to fuel the growth of the AuBit network.
Commenting on the transaction, David Lonsdale CEO of GreenBank said “Here at Greenbank, one
of our declared objectives is to invest in and work with companies that can scale globally and have
a valuation potential of at least $1bn. We believe AuBit fits those criteria very well indeed”.
It’s for this reason, plus their revenue redistribution model that is unique in the world of finance that
we believe that AuBit Freeway is the next billion-dollar trading platform that both crypto and traditional traders will love.
AuBit Freeway is the only platform in the world to do this.
While a couple of years ago, asset management was restricted to those who were affluent or cashrich. But, AuBit has changed that concept to a large extent.
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HOLDING FREEWAY TOKENS (FWT) GIVES FREEWAY USERS PREFERENTIAL
AUBIT REDISTRIBUTIONS & DISCOUNTED FEES
The Freeway Token has incredible utility within the Freeway ecosystem. The more FWT an investor owns, the greater their share of preferential revenue redistributions — meaning they get extra
returns from the volume of assets in their account simply for owning FWT.
Investors also receive as much as half-price buy-in fees on most products when paying in FWT. And,
perhaps most exciting of all for the more than 100,000 members on the Freeway waiting list is the
simulated access to the AuBit Virtual Hedge Fund

1.Holding FWT gives Freeway users preferential AuBit Redistributions: What makes the
freeway trading platform better is higher returns with zero added risk via redistributions. This means
when you hold and own FWT within your Freeway trading account, you can supercharge your redistribution share. Hence you get higher investment returns from the asset owned by you from every
single trade that anyone makes in any part of the world.

2.FWT Needed for Accessing Preferential Gains from the AuBit Virtual Hedge Fund: The
tokens investors own simulate the hedge fund performance and provide AuBitised revenue redistributions on top. Within just 3 days of private launch, the AuBit Virtual Hedge Fund received access
requests of more than $25m ofrom both institutional investors and retail investors on the waiting list.
To access the tokenised simulation of the hedge fund, investors match the value of their AuBit
Hedge Fund products with at least 25% of the value in FWT, adding to the Freeway token’s utility
value on the platform as an inevitable rush for access occurs upon launch. For full returns, they’ll
match the value 1 for 1, meaning as more people access the fund, the greater the demand for FWT.
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3.FWT Provides Users With discounted trading fees: On most Freeway products, users pay a
small, single one-off buy-in fee. There are no ongoing or annual fees on many of its products. FWT
will have future utility in letting users reduce the fees they pay by choosing to pay in FWT instead
of fiat currencies.
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INDEPENDENTLY-VERIFIED,
ADDITIONAL RETURNS

SIMULATED

RETURNS

PROJECT

75%

There is no denying that blockchain helps to reduce costs by reducing intermediaries. Simulations
that have been verified by the London investment bank 01 Capital states that users of AuBit can get
around 75% extra gains every year over and above the benchmark of active products. This implies
that when an active product provides 10 percent returns every year on the traditional platform, with
AuBit’s FWT platform, your returns could be as high as 17.5 percent — an astonishing difference
when you account for compounding over time.
On the passive products, where not as much trading takes place, additional investment returns
exceed the benchmark by a lesser but still significant 10-20% per year Meaning a 10% S&P 500
index return could be 11%-12% on the Freeway platform — a highly attractive proposition to retail
investors and pension funds alike.
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AuBit is set to make the platform available in more than 180 countries from day one — which is great
news for an investment platform that grows your assets on every trade. The more people that join
the platform, the greater the redistributions and the greater your asset growth.
By joining now, you can get access to the ‘Freeway Lite’ AuBit Virtual Hedge Fund platform and
begin earning referral rewards from the $3m pot.

$3M IN REFERRAL REWARDS AND OVER 100,000 VERIFIED FREEWAY
WAITLIST USERS
The Freeway platform already has over 100,000 waitlist users who have signed up for their $3m
Freeway Forever Rewards Referral Program.
To learn more about AuBit as well as to join the Freeway trading platform waitlist, visit aubit.io. For
further queries about the AuBit team, feel free to join the AuBit Telegram group.
For more information about AuBit and to join the Freeway platform waitlist, visit aubit.io.
For any questions of the AuBit team join the AuBit Telegram group.
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DAY TRADING CRYPTO MADE SIMPLE –
ATANI CRYPTO PLATFORM REVIEW

Day Trading Crypto had been on the rise these days particularly the recent bull run of BTC which
dominated the digital currency market by about 61.1% with market capitalization running into hundreds of billions of dollars. Due to this recent development, if you are day trading crypto you may
have been looking for the right solution with the right tools to help mazimize your profits .
Day Trading Crypto is a term that describes the practice of buying and selling instruments at time
intervals shorter than a day. Crypto day traders use a combination of strategies and analysis to forecast market movements and generate profits over periods of hours, minutes, or even seconds by
trying to take advantage of arbitrage opportunities, price discrepancies, and news-based volatility.
Intraday trading has always been an integral part of traditional stock and commodity markets.
However, while these instruments have fixed trading hours, trading in cryptocurrencies is always
possible. This is what makes cryptocurrencies so lucrative for talented day traders. Besides, the
crypto instruments can be traded 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
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WHAT IS A CRYPTO EXCHANGE AND HOW DOES IT WORK?
Day trading crypto can be exhillorating buying, spending and trading this financial instrument can be
however very complicated for beginners and even intermediate traders, but the first and most essential question that always gets asked is “What crypto exchange should I use?” A crypto exchange is a
digital trading platform on which cryptocurrencies can be bought, sold, and exchanged. In the sense
of the classic exchange, the price of a coin is based on the principle of supply and demand. (https://
www.howtotoken.com/explained/the-5-types-of-crypto-exchanges-you-need-to-know-about/)
There are many exchanges, more than 200 currently, and that number is growing as each day passes. All these crypto exchanges are very different at their core; some of them are regulatory-compliant
thus they are referred to as CENTRALIZED EXCHANGES, while some of them are decentralized and
can’t be regulated, thus operating autonomously.
there are majorly 5 types of crypto exchanges that are available which is listed below and please
note that we’re are not recommending a particular crypto exchange as you need to do your due diligence, check the reviews, the pros, and cons as well as make the best decision that best suits your
financial needs. but for educational purposes, below are the listed types of exchanges.

1. Centralized – more liquidity, easy to use. A centralized operator is responsible for its security,
upgrades, functionality, and has representatives to handle public relations on their behalf. They have
huge trading volume but can be susceptible to hacks. Examples here are bitfinex and Kraken

2. Decentralized – all operations are settled on the blockchain, all coins are held by their owners.
These exchanges are opposite to their centralized counterpart. There is no single entity controlling
them, the whole exchange is a set of smart contracts that allow for the trustless exchange of tokens.
The most popular exchanges are Etherdelta and IDEX, which work on Ethereum.

3. Broker – A legal centralized exchange that is fully compliant with its local regulations. An example
here is Coinbase

4. Instant – an application for exchanging tokens quickly. You don’t trade here but you exchange
one financial instrument (crypto) for another. example here include Changelly, shapeshift

5.Hybrid – A mix, combining the security of decentralized networks with the user-friendliness of
centralized exchanges. An example here is the popular Binance, Bitstamp.

DAY TRADING CRYPTO WHAT’S THE ROLE OF ATANI IN ALL OF THIS?
The major headache of beginners and expert traders includes the inability of many crypto exchanges
to have all the needed tools and education to make this niche profitable for all. Also, you need to
invest both time and money to acquire the knowledge as well as the various tools necessary for successful trades.
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At this point is where ATANI comes in to be of immense help. Atani, previously known as “Etoshi”, is
a crypto trading platform that offers inclusive packages and mouth-watering benefits to traders particularly those who are more interested in making a profit within a limited timeframe. the platform is
user-friendly, a built-in tax auditing report is made available as well as users can easily have access
to multiple crypto exchanges. Atani is a free desktop app that brings along a range of features aimed
at making crypto trading and asset management more efficient.
The company’s products are the one-stop solutions for crypto trading, tax filing, and asset management requirements which makes it less difficult for traders. Day traders can have more time to focus
on what’s important such as analysis while Atani does the heavy lifting for them in the background.

HOW WILL ATANI BENEFIT CRYPTO DAY TRADERS?
The name ATANI is inspired by the Japanese expression   (pronounced “ata ni”), which can be
somehow transliterated as “to you”. Our naming reflects our commitment to putting the end-user at
the center of every decision that we make. Or, put simply, that ATANI is built by crypto enthusiasts,
for crypto enthusiasts. ATANI pride in helping crypto traders navigate through the tough condition of
the crypto ecosystem without getting injured.

BELOW ARE SOME OF THE BENEFITS TAILORED JUST FOR DAY TRADING
CRYPTO:
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1. Integration of 20+ crypto exchanges
Currently, Atani supports spot trading for more than 1,500 cryptocurrencies and 9,000 trading pairs
across more than 20 exchanges. Some of the most popular exchanges currently integrated into the
app include Coinbase, Binance, Kraken, Gemini, Huobi, KuCoin, OKEx, Bitfinex, Bitsamp, and bitFlyer,
just to name a few. A mixture of all types of crypto exchanges listed above just so you can make the
right financial decision without the hassle of switching from one website to the other.

2. Reduced Trading Fees
Spot trading on ATANI had been made easy for day trading crypto for those that love to get in
and out of the market in matters of minutes to hours. these people can benefit maximally from the
reduced trading fee that ATANI provides as it’s officially linked to many exchanges. Of course, ATANI
does not charge any fees on top.

3. Premium Tools At The Traders’ Fingertips For Free
Atani strives to make the best trading, investing and portfolio management technologies affordable
for as many users as possible, and that is why they provide trading and asset management for free.
All the products and services in the current product suite (Multi-Exchange Trading Terminal, Portfolio
Tracking, Real-time Alerts, Charting, and Technical Analysis, Tax Reports, etc.) are completely free.

4. Protection Against Cyberattackers
The hacking of major cryptocurrency exchanges had only been possible because almost all trading
platforms are cloud-based. This means that they keep your private keys and other information relating to your wallet on their servers and can access them anytime. Even if they are encrypted, your
keys are online which makes them susceptible to hacks and attacks by cybercriminals. An example
is the Mt. Gox cyber hack in which $460 million was carted away.
But here, Atani provides you with a non-custodial desktop wallet as it is a desktop application
launched in 2019. At Atani, we have chosen to build a desktop trading app to ensure that our servers
never have access to your API keys or funds (non-custodial app). In the unlikely event that Atani gets
hacked, crypto traders’ funds are 100% secured.

5. Performance:
ATANI isn’t an intermediary between the exchange website and the traders. You’re trading right
through Atani to your most preferred exchange as long as it’s supported on the platform. The major
concern of pro traders is the latency in carrying a trading instruction. Trading crypto which is a highly
volatile financial asset could be risky if you’re using a high latency. Latency simply means the time
intervals it takes between calling trade and executing that trade.
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High latency would be dangerous which is why ATANI provides day traders with tick-by-tick order
book data in real-time (100ms or less), which is increasingly relevant when trading highly volatile
assets

6. Huge Availability:
ATANI works even if the Binance or Coinbase Pro webs are down. Your desktop is connected directly to the exchange API so, even if the web of the exchanges goes down (which is frequent in times
of high demand) you will be able to continue trading through Atani.
Traders’ choice of using ATANI would give them an edge over others (who don’t know about this
tool) as the company had achieved a lot of feats in its first 18 months. Some of the awards include:
Top Blockchain Pick at TechCrunch Disrupt, 2019
Top 10 Fintech Start-up at South Summit, 2019
Top 100 European Start-up by Red Herring, 2020
Top 12 Global Start-up at the Mobile World Congress, 2020
Top 3 Start-up at the European Blockchain Convention, Barcelona, 2020
Top 3 Technology Innovation Project by Neotec-CDTI, Spanish Ministry of Science and
Innovation, 2020
Supported by the Entrepreneurship Programme of ENISA, Spanish Ministry of Industry and Trade,
2020
Seal of Excellence in Innovation by the Spanish Ministry of Science and Innovation, 2021
In conclusion, when considering the platform to use for cryptocurrency investment as a day trader: 4 elements need to be considered as User Interface, Security, Features, and Cost implication.
The user interface is easy to navigate and has lots of features needed to make a trader successful.
it’s highly secure in terms of user information as well as funds. Similarly, as at this time, ATANI had
no cost implication which makes it the best.
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CONTENT CREATOR REWARDS EARN
MORE FOR CONTENT – CBERRY DEFI
ECOSYSTEM

Is CBerry the new age of content creator rewards?
Social networks are a good way to publicize the contents of a person, brand, company, organization,
and or the government.
The large number of users who use social media apps such as Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn, and
a host of others makes it an efficient way of passing a message across to several thousands of audiences at a time. For example, Facebook has over 1 billion users and more than 250 million daily logins.
Social media are a great way to generate traffic to your website, convert visitors into buyers, and
introduce your products to new clients. This is the major reason why advertisers use these social
networks to grow their revenue. Social networks have been able to increase the interaction between
the website and the visitor. At one time, there was only the famous Contact Us to hear from our visitors. Fortunately, those days are over!
With the strong competition in social media, it is more and more difficult to keep your followers. For
that, you have to use strategy and reward them for being with you. It’s also a way to get more followers when people talk about it! So many businesses and influencers do a lot to reward their followers for having them retained. Some businesses and entrepreneurs’ techniques include discount
coupons, contests, and ads that take money from businesses.
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THE CURRENT CONTENT CREATOR REWARD SYSTEMS
The most successful content-sharing platforms are the non-Blockchain-related social ones like
Twitter, Facebook, YouTube, Tiktok, and others. These platforms are better called social platforms
or social media giants.
Most social media giants are created to reward themselves from the funds of their users who prefer
to use their medium for advertisement. Hence, the users have little or no benefit at all from those
platforms. An example is Facebook; when you create a video or post content, you’re not rewarded.
similarly, when agencies and large corporations advertise on the platform, they tend to keep all the
money to themselves
After losing money to create content and managing business profiles by hiring freelancers and social
media agencies to work on that for you, you get absolutely nothing in return other than the fact your
business revenue increases through sales and conversions. What about people who are only creating on their social media account? They get “nothing” in return. When users post on their Instagram
or TikTok account, it would be counted as a mere waste of valuable resource — time unless those
who have massive followers on such platforms.
Youtube is the social media that attempts to reward content creators for their social media content,
but the requirement is hard. You’ve got to reach a total of four thousand (4000) watch hours and
one thousand (1000) subscribers for you to be able to monetize your videos. All this is upon getting
a cent out of every dollar spent by advertisers on the platform, which means that a large amount of
revenue still goes to Google (the media giant).

IS CONTENT WRITING OR PRODUCTION A LUCRATIVE PROFESSION?
I wouldn’t agree that content creation is a rewarding enterprise for individuals because most social
media advertising platforms aren’t decentralized. Here is the implication: advertisers go-to media
agencies to pay to have their ads displayed for all to see, and the media giants keep all to themselves. This is centralization, and the media giants such as Facebook, youtube, twitters, and others decide what is best for their businesses. What if there’s a platform where content creators are
rewarded for their effort with the interference of a third party or social media giant. That is what the
CBerry Ecosystem tends to offer.

CBERRY CREATORS: EARN MORE FOR CONTENT YOU PUBLISH TO THE WEB.
CBerry is a decentralized ecosystem created through the blockchain to rewards users for creating
content on the platform. The project is created on the Binance Smart Chain (BSC), which focuses on
some characteristics similar to the traditional Blockchain but much more beneficial. CBerry token is
a BEP20 token created on the Binance Smart Chain. BEP20 is an ERC20 standard on Binance Smart
Chain. So, only an address that is BEP20 compatible, i.e., enabled on Binance Smart Chain, can store
CBerry token. Binance Smart Chain (BSC) is fully owned and managed by Binance with lots of advantages like fast transaction, incredibly low transaction fees, and many others. With these features, BSC
will best serve the purpose of the CBerry platform.
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The BSC was created to make various decentralized finance applications, DeFi, active and easily
usable, in addition to full cross-chain compatibility. If we were to use a single word to summarize
Binance Smart Chain’s goals, we could use ” Innovation “. Although the Bitcoin Blockchain already
represents a very important technological piece of our modernity, Binance Smart Chain has managed
to become that “step forward” in some non-negligible aspects.

The first objective data on which the merits of Binance Smart Chain are based concerns trading.
This new technology’s main objective was to make trading even more fluid and reactive, fully decentralized. Aside from this is the scalability that’s possible within the Binance Smart Chain. additional
benefits which the founders of CBerry thought before choosing the Binance Smart chain includes
the following:
1.The speed and security of the Binance smart chain. When considering carrying out a transaction
on the blockchain, speed and security are the most important. The ease at which transaction is done
with less transaction fee and time makes the BSC best for this work.
2.The ease of token sale is very important. The creation of the token on the Binance smart chain
would make it easy to transact and trade on one of the largest decentralized exchanges in the world
— Binance. CBerry token is a payment token in usage and so will be listed on as many Exchanges to
support its value and keep content creator rewards steady in value.
3.Achieve scalability. The most important and ambitious challenge of Binance Smart Chain and
Blockchain, in general, is that of scalability. Operationally, this achievement is already visible in the
Binance Smart Chain, and this would positively the CBerry project.
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4.No penalty for posting cryptocurrency-related articles or videos. One of the major setbacks from
centralized social media agencies is the strict rules that sometimes tag Cryptocurrency related contents as illegal, preventing full Cryptocurrency expression by enthusiasts on those platforms. But on
the CBerry platform, there is no such restriction as a crypto community created by and for crypto
enthusiasts.

HOW CBERRY WORKS
CBerry is a content sharing system on the Binance Smart Chain which aims to reward users with its
custom token with the ticker CBY. Also, users can be tipped using other crypto assets such as BNB
and CBR for quality content shared. CBerry also integrates DeFi Swap and Loan infrastructure to
strengthens its mode of operation and make it unrivalled amongst other related projects.
The only fully Blockchain and Crypto-reward content system are Steemit. It will be interesting to note
that Steemit is not the only blockchain project in this niche; numerous others have only run out of
business quickly. This is because content sharing and reward systems are difficult to maintain. There
is some problem inherent to this niche, and it includes:
1.Poor funding is one such problem; to maintain a rewarding platform for content creators, the project
must be well-financed. The CBerry solution includes creating two tokens, the CBerry token (ticker:
CBY) and the CBerry Reserve token (ticker: CBR), to help mitigate minting and market effect on each
token. A solid financial backing will ensure successful implementation of the project and ecosystem.
CBerry payment tokens will be highly developed and maintained; many solid partnerships will be
achieved for the tokens to ensure liquidity, usability, and real value.
Also, to enhance the funding of the platform is the availability of advertisement for businesses.
Revenue from the advertisement will be used to support the token and to incentivize users.
1.Poor management is another. Building a content reward platform requires devotion as a sustainable
ecosystem must be carefully drawn out and implemented. Like any other social media platform, the
ecosystem would support all the major forms of social media content, such as text, audio, and video.
This is an added advantage over Steemit, which is majorly for text
2.Poorly designed ecosystem is a major problem too. Rewarding users with real money is a strain on
the sustainability of the project. There is an issue of new users getting little or no reward at all on all
existing systems. That’s because the systems are all based on recognition, so users with many followers get rewarded, but new users don’t get recognized easily. The CBerry system is a step ahead
as it adds additional activities to make new users known and rewarded on the platform.
In addition to solving all the 3 main pain points of the most social media reward system, The platform
will not be sector biased, so legal contents (except pornography and hemp-related contents) will be
allowed. The users would enjoy all benefits of decentralization.
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CBerry has the sole goal of becoming the most rewarding and stable content creation reward system on the Blockchain. It aims to pay about $30 per content to all its users with a simple process to
actualize that. Create an account on the platform, make sure it is verified; create your content, have
it published, and have your rewards in the CBerry token (CBY) after 7 days.
Token sale: https://cberry.net/token-sale
V1: https://cberry.net/posts
Twitter: https://twitter.com/cberry_official
Telegram: https://t.me/CberryOfficial
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ZETA HEDGED COIN (ZHC) – A HYBRID
CRYPTOCURRENCY STRUCTURE

Zeta Hedged Coin (ZHC) is a revolutionary Blockchain-based Cryptocurrency backed by Gold
Mining assets as well as by a combination of ETH and BTC. With the stock markets witnessing an
eleven-year bull-run, investors are gradually shifting their attention to Blockchain assets and Direct
Mining access-related projects. While Gold reached a peak of US$2,200 / oz recently, the actual
leveraged access to Gold Mining derivatives offers investors an outstanding 10X exponential growth
alternative.
Given that BTC and ETH have realistic potential to reach a price of US$100,000 / Bitcoin and
US$20,000 /ETH within the near future, Zeta Hedged Coin (ZHC) constitutes an innovative
Blockchain product, which hedges the investors RISKS caused by the inherent volatility of BTC /
ETH, whilst still allowing for the intrinsic exponential growth potential.

THE PROPRIETARY ZETA HEDGED COIN (ZHC) STRATEGY
Zeta Hedged Coin (ZHC) grants investors the unique opportunity to participate in the exciting
Cryptocurrency space, while ensuring their investments are backed by substantial gold reserves,
thus adding value and stability to the coin. The upside potential of ZHC is exceptional, whilst the
downside is hedged by Canadian mining properties, minimizing the risk caused by the wild ETH/
BTC price swings.
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It must be noted that Zeta Group Holdings Limited, in association with a group of geologists, over
the past several years has been discovering and exploring unexploited, new Gold Bearing Channels,
like the Cardinal Channel, in regions such as British Columbia, Canada.
The discovered reserves in combination with the ETH / BTC exposure components constitute the
backbone of ZHC. These elements grant investors an asset backed minimal downside risk, whilst
simultaneously providing an exponential upside.
The ZHC hybrid structure / smart contract offers a UNIQUE PROPRIETARY HEDGED STRUCTURE to
the participating sophisticated investors.

ZETA HEDGED COIN (ZHC) UNIQUE? WHY?
The achieved primary goal envisaged by Zeta Group Holdings Limited to locate and secure approximately 50 km2 of Mineral and Alluvial Claims in British Columbia, Canada constitutes the Key to
Success.
It is worth noting here that Canada is the fifth-largest Gold producing country globally. The country boasts a stable legal, economic, and political system. Zeta Group Holdings Limited geological experts concluded in-depth research producing surveys, geophysical studies and geological
reports, as well as other technical due diligence needed for verifying the location, quantum, and
presence of Gold and mineral resources in order to potentially list the properties backing the minted
ZETA HEDGED COINS on a relevant global Stock Exchange.
The exchange listing process grants ZHC investors a 10X LEVERAGED investment resulting from
the direct access Gold Mining combined with the BTC / ETH growth potential. Currently, Zeta Group
Holdings Limited has adopted the Toronto Stock Exchange standard for unmined gold reserves of
US$110 / oz pending issuance of Exchange Compliant NI 43-101 reports.

FEATURES OF THE ZETA HEDGED COIN (ZHC) COIN
The 2,100,000 ZHC minted coins are linked with the BTC / ETH price feeds on a 24x7 basis. ZHC
combined two segments, including US$1,000 in BTC and ETH as well as US$1,000 consisting of
Gold claim Properties in Canada.
ZHC launching price has been effected at a Price of US$2,000, which represents ZHC’s real intrinsic
value.
Investors can acquire ZHC at (www.zetahedgedcoin.com) or via access to the Exmarkets Exchange
creating an account with the launchpad platform for buying / selling ZHC and taking advantage of
the coin’s enormous growth potential. Regular ‘Air Drops’ resulting from excess Gold Mining revenue will be enhancing the portfolios of the investors.
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CONCLUSION
Fiat currencies are NOT backed by any assets and are fully supported by the Government issuing them, their values derived based on the supply & demand and on the stability of the issuing
Governments.
On the other hand, even Cryptocurrencies like BTC / ETH are NOT backed by any tangible assets,
their values being purely based on supply and demand and their wide acceptance.
…….However with ZHC, things are very different.
Along with the expected rise in BTC and ETH prices, the Gold asset component provides strength
to the ZHC token and offers investors an asset-backed digital coin with minimal downside and outstanding upside potential. The astute investor looking for a high leverage / low risk, hedged Goldbacked Cryptocurrency, is well advised to scrutinize in depth ZHC.
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